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INTERNATIONAL WOMENʼS DAY

CSU trustees
meet before
the potential
CFA strike

Students
denounce
abuse with
shirt project

By James Kim & Kato Guzman
Staff writer & Multimedia editor
The California State University Board of Trustees
met Tuesday to discuss important issues including the
possible California Faculty Association (CFA) strike,
finance audits in the CSU and plan campus revisions.
Representatives from the CFA and various
bargaining groups spoke about the nature of the issue
it has with the CSU system. The CFA will go on strike
April 13 at all 23 CSU campuses if the CSU does not
meet demands for fair wages.
Most speakers were faculty members wearing the red
shirts representing CFA with words scrawled across
the chest reading, “I don’t want to strike, but I will.”
Many of their speeches also ended with that same line
being shouted to the board.
Many of the speeches were passionate, and some
even progressed to yelling to the board to ensure their
voices were heard.
“You and those who came before us have exhausted
our patience,” said former CFA president Lillian Taiz.
Members from the California State University
Employees Union spoke in support of CFA and
declared strength through unity and support.
“The proposals between the parties remain
unchanged and the CSU continue to be roughly
$70 million apart from a potential settlement,” Vice
Chancellor Lori Lamb said.
The board of trustees said the CFA was asking for
more than what is affordable, and a solution would
require a multi-year settlement and would be unable to
be settled in the time the CFA suggests.
“The CFA is often speaking about $2.2 billion that
is available in compensation,” Lamb said. “This is
simply inaccurate. What we have in that amount is
for auxiliary organizations and (we’re) restricted from
using these funds for faculty compensation.”
The board expressed concerns about finding a
satisfying conclusion to negotiations before the
strike before moving on to other matters, including
discussion of a financial loss in the previous year.
The Audit Committee said the CSU was recognized
as being in a “net negative,” (in the red) for the first time
in history. However, the conclusion made was that this
would not be very impactful on the system.
This negative was suggested as having been the result
of policy changes in regards to pension funds over the
past few years.
The board also discussed campus to campus issues
including proposals introduced by San Jose State
University.

By Imran Najam
Staff writer

Kavin Mistry | Spartan Daily
(Top) Students from the classes Violence in the Family,
Masculinity and Femininity and Sociology and Gender
gather to imprint statements against domestic violence.
(Bottom) T-shirts were made to express student voices
against diﬀerent forms of abuse.

In conjunction with International Women’s Day, San
Jose State sociology students organized the “Clothesline
Project” (CLP) on campus this Tuesday, raising
awareness and condemning oppression and violence to
women and the LGBTQ community.
Students painted shirts with statements that depict
the unjust situations women face, and hung them on
clotheslines that stretched between the palm trees in
front of the Student Union.
The demonstration began at 9 a.m. and three classes
participated: Violence in the Family, Masculinity and
Femininity and Sociology and Gender.
“We’re doing this so people know what’s happening
to women across the country who have experienced
violence and abuse so that people know they’re not
alone,” Noor Hassein, behavioral science major said.
Her shirt was printed with the declaration, “silence is
compliance, speak out against domestic violence.”
The CLP began in 1990 to address the issue of violence
against women. It then went on to spread into a national
project which now takes place in other countries as
well. The group pledges to challenge “outward and
internalized homophobia, racism, sexism and other
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SLEEPING SEMINAR

Teaching proper
sleep habits
By Yousif Kassab
Staff writer
A seminar titled “Sleep Better Feel Better” was held at the Student
Wellness Center for an hour on Monday. The event advised
students to reserve their sleeping environment for “the three S’s”:
sleeping, sex and sickness.
“Sleep Better Feel Better” was directed by faculty psychologist
Cynthia Medina, Ph.D. who conducted the seminar by asking
probing questions while using a slideshow as visual aid.
Medina went around the room asking if anyone experienced
trouble sleeping or waking up feeling rested. The answer was
a resounding yes as hands were raised by the varied group of
psychology, nursing and biology majors in attendance.
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What to reserve
your bed for
SLEEPING
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

WWll veterans speak on airmen documentary
By Casey Geier & Rebecca Pirayou
Staff writers
A special screening of “Eleven,”
a WWII documentary, was held
in the Student Union Theater on
March at 5 p.m.
“Eleven,” created by SJSU alumnus
George Retelas, depicts the lives of
those in Air Group 11 of the USS
Hornet during the war.
The version of the film screened

at the Student Union Theater was
a 45-minute highlight, which left
time at the end for a Q&A with
Retelas, WWII pilot Robert W.J.
Cocks and WWII plane captain
Kermit “Tim” Enander.
With $13,000 Retelas raised
through a Kickstarter campaign,
he conducted the interviews

For more details, please visit the SJSU Financial Aid and Scholarship Ofﬁce
online at www.sjsu.edu/faso or call (408)283-7500 ext. 6.

A.S. Environmental Champion Award
A.S. First Generation Student Scholar Award
A.S. Social Action Advocacy Award
A.S. Global Scholar Award
A.S. Legacy Award
St. Saffold Leadership Scholarships

throughout 2014 and traveled
across the country to interview each
of the 11 men featured in the film in
their own homes.
The documentary, inspired by
Retelas’ late grandfather who was
part of Air Group 11, featured
WWII footage and photos gathered
from the National Archives to
supplement the veterans’ stories.
The documentary tells a plethora

of stories depicting survival and
anguish. It was split into two
parts, Planes in Parel Part One
and Part Two.
In Part One, the Navy veterans
discussed life on the island and told
light-hearted stories about fellow
Navy men.
The Navy group was stationed
in Guadalcanal, an island close
to New Guinea. Cocks said the

group got nothing but “mosquito
bites and dysentery.”
Gunner William E. Corely told
a story about one of the men that
always slept naked, and one night
when a bomb went off, the man ran
out of his tent naked and straight
into a bushel.
“He put his clothes on and he
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Students were able to trace their hands on a poster titled “End All Violence”
to show their support for all women aﬀected by any forms of abuse.
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oppressions,” according to their mission
statement.
Their task is to support victims of
“the war against women,” help with
the healing process for survivors and
those who have lost loved ones, inform
others about these issues and develop
a network for others to also host their
own CLP.
The difference between the word
“survivor” and “victim” in this context
is explained in the Clothesline Project
website. “Survivor” is defined as a
woman who has survived intimate
personal violence such as rape,
battering, incest or child sexual abuse,
while a “victim” is defined as a woman
who has died at the hands of her abuser.
“It started as violence against women,
and it expanded to violence against
transgender women, violence against
transgender men [and] queer people,”
Sociology and Interdisciplinary Social
Sciences Professor Soma de Bourbon
said. “So it expanded for violence that
different communities face.”
According to the Men’s Prevention
Project, the CLP was made in response
to 51,000 women who were killed during
the Vietnam War.

CFA

Different colored shirts represent
different forms of abuse, from white
symbolizing violence resulting in death,
blue and green for sexual abuse to black
for attacks due to political reasons.
Students also traced their hands and
signed the outlines on paper titled “end
all violence.”
The paper was a statement made by
those who traced their hands on the
page saying they stand with those who
have been affected by domestic violence.
“I’m out here because it’s something
that I believe in … one of my friends was
murdered who identified as transgender
last year so I think it’s important to
raise awareness,” said Hollis Kinner,
senior behavioral science major.
Students involved in the cause said
this allowed them to express their
true feelings about women’s rights and
the importance of spreading further
awareness of domestic violence

With contributions from Ryan Vermont
Follow Imran & Ryan on Twitter
@ImranSNajam & @Your_Pal_Ryan
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SJSU Interim President Sue Martin was
present to speak about a proposed renaming
of the Student Union.
The board voted in favor of renaming
the building to the Ramiro Compean and
Lupe Diaz Compean Student Union in
honor of their recent $15 million donation
to SJSU.
“We are extremely grateful, and I look
forward to honoring her on our campus,”
Martin said.
The plan to reconstruct SJSU’s South
Parking Garage, which will include a new
elevator on the north end of the parking
lot, charging stations for electric cars and
solar panels was estimated to cost around
$7 million.

The construction of the garage, dependent
on approval by the board, remains
unapproved.
The board also approved a measure
that delegates its authority to the CSU
Chancellor to approve projects that are
$5 million or less, up from $3 million,
removing the need for the board to meet
and approve smaller projects.
The board will meet again March 9 at 8:30
a.m. This will be the last time the board
meets before the first day of the potential
CFA strike on April 13.

Follow Kato & James on Twitter
@GuzmanKato & @jdkim38
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Medina
took
the
opportunity to highlight
the importance of sleep in
student lives. In addition
to explaining that sleep is
needed to restore the mind
and body to allow health
to peak, Medina said sleep
is also the time when
short-term memory gets
transferred to long-term.
She applied this to an
example of studying for
an exam. “You might
retain more information
for a class by sleeping a
little extra before an exam
than studying ‘til late
the night before” Medina
said. “You want to study
smarter, not harder.”
The
Journal
of
Adolescent Health found
that only 30 percent of
students sleep at least eight
hours a night, which is the
recommended length for
an adult to function as
well as they can.
The
University
of
Georgia Health Center
reports that the average
college student actually
gets six hours of sleep or
less per night.
The event then shifted to

ways students tend to deal
with sleep deprivation, like
coffee consumption.
Medina stated caffeine
can be a helpful way to deal
with tiredness so long as
students avoid drinking
it four to six hours before
going to bed.
For those hoping to
go without caffeinated
beverages, Medina made a
number of suggestions for
changes college students
hoping to improve their
sleep can make.
Her first suggestion was
that everyone reserve their
bed for what she called
“The three S’s”.
This
maintains
the
sleeping environment as
a relaxing place making it
easier to fall asleep. This
also means students should
refrain from studying or
doing schoolwork in bed.
Medina said students
should also refrain from
napping more than thirty
minutes.
“Sometimes after you
nap for too long, you wake
up tired and groggy,”
Medina said.
Instead she suggests

“power naps”, between 20
or 30 minutes, to keep from
napping excessively.
She
also
suggested
establishing a relaxing
before bed routine to signal
to the body that it’s time
to wind down. Medina
made a point to include
that students should refrain
from including electronics
in that routine.
Harvard Health reports
that blue light, what is
emitted from cell phone
screens,
suppresses
melatonin, the chemical
our brain uses to tell us it’s
time to sleep.
Should students find
themselves unable to sleep,
Medina explained that they
should get up and leave
the sleeping environment
completely until they
feel tired. Similar to not
working in bed, getting out
of bed when you’re feeling
restless keeps the sleeping
environment from being a
stressful place.

Follow Yousif
on Twitter @youuuusif
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Casual Cool
Karam Sing, Junior business major

Jacket
Jean jacket
Forever 21
$30

Khakis
Olive green khaki joggers
Forever 21
$25

Shoes
White Vans
Van Store
$45

Hat
LA Dodgers hat
Amazon
$20
Shirt
Grey Stussy shirt
Zumiez
$24

Backpack
Nike red and black backpack
Champs
$80

Ȣ,ZRUHWKLVRXWˉWGXHWRFROGZHDWKHUȣ

Winter Warm
Noor Almamori, Senior political science

Dress
Grey cotton dress
Charlotte Russe
$25

Jeans
Skinny boyfriend jeans
Charlotte Russe
$25

Hijab
Scarf
Iraq
$8
Undershirt
Black long sleeve
Forever 21
$7

Purse
Grey over shoulder purse
Wetseal
$20
Boots
4XLSGEDFNEHOWHGˊDWERRWV
Charlotte Russe
$20

Ȣ,ZDQWHGWRZHDUVRPHWKLQJFXWHEXWFDVXDODQGZDUPȣ

Information gathered by Daphne Morales
Infographic by Adolfo Oseguera

Spartans
Online

Graduate on Time!
Take High-Demand Courses Online
Business Statistics (Major Requirement)
Quantitative Business Analysis
(Major Requirement)
BUS5 187
Global Dimensions of Business
(Major Requirement)
CHAD 106
Concepts of Child (Area V)
COMM 45
Media and Culture (Area A3)
COMM 100W Writing Workshop (Area Z)
ECON 1B
Principles of Economics:
Microeconomics (Area D1)
GEOL 105
General Oceanography (Area R)
BUS2 90
BUS2 190

10-week online courses
March 7 - May 19
$1,050 per Three-Unit Course*
Register Today!
* One-Unit Course for $350

online.sjsu.edu

Kendrick Lamar
surprises fans
with new album
By Yale Wyatt
Staff writer
Less than a week after mere
hints
of a new release in the
REVIEW
works, Kendrick Lamar’s
“untitled unmastered.” hit
the Internet on March 4.
Lamar described it as a “chamber of
material” unable to be released on his
last album, “To Pimp a Butterfly,” due to
sample clearance issues. The new album
is a compilation of tracks recorded in the
stretch of time between his debut and
second albums.
With the album recorded during the same
sessions, the new compilation has quite a lot
of similarities with “To Pimp a Butterfly,”
namely in stylistic and aesthetic choices.
The entire album comprises of the same
weird fusion of jazz and lean funk as its
predecessor, but with a noticeable oddball
and experimental slant, perhaps owing to
the album’s “unfinished” nature.
“untitled unmastered.” kicks off wildly
with the aptly named “untitled 01” (all
tracks are untitled and dated).
After an overtly sexual intro, Lamar
speedily raps over a hard-hitting jazzy
beat in a way similar to the song “The
Blacker The Berry.”
The album ends with “untitled 08,” a
comparatively tame and wonderfully fun
funk-hop song which Lamar debuted on
“The Tonight Show with Jimmy Fallon”
earlier this year.
It is weird that Lamar would choose to
bookend the album with the outliers of
his unreleased material, given that the
rest of the “untitled unmastered.” are
instrumentally cut from the same block.
Lamar’s jazzier instrumentals are

arguably his most forward-thinking
and interesting tracks yet, and “untitled
unmastered.” is no exception.
“untitled 02” is an unsettling dirge for
Lamar’s friends back in Compton and his
sluggish, cartoonish raps are reminiscent
of “u” from “To Pimp a Butterfly.”
Frequent collaborator Anna Wise makes her
mark on “untitled 03, 04 and 05,” which are
all punctuated by her soft yet surreal singing.
Cee Lo Green lends a verse on “untitled 06,”
giving his best performance in years.
The penultimate track, “untitled
07,” is possibly the strangest and most
experimental song Lamar has released yet,
produced by Alicia Key’s and Swizz Beatz’s
son 5-year-old son.
The first and second segments find Lamar
recounting his feelings of success while the
third segment is a lo-fi impromptu jam
session about the wonders of oral sex, a class
example of Kendrick’s ability to play both his
profound and humorous sides at once.
Though the project is essentially
a collection of b-sides, “untitled
unmastered.” is a cohesive, complex and
wildly entertaining release that proves no
matter when or what is being recorded,
Lamar can bring all his energy and
own it, whether it’s about race, politics
or carnal pleasures. With this release,
Lamar maintains his presence as one of
the preeminent rappers of this generation.

Follow Yale on Twitter @yyaleyy
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Fans endure rain, long
waits for art show
By Raymond Baltazar
Staff writer
Legendary animator Hayao Miyazaki
received tribute this past Saturday with a
gallery art show called “Miyazaki Spirit
Art Show,” hosted by Sketchpad Gallery of
San Francisco.
Located on 6th Street in San Francisco,
Miyazaki inspired-art made from various
artists fi lled the walls of the small gallery.
Hundreds of Miyazaki fans lined up for
the free event.
“I’ve always been into Hayao Miyazaki’s
work,” attendee Stephanie Acedillo said.
“And to see pieces that were dedicated
toward his work is something I’m really
interested in seeing.”
Only about 50 people were allowed to be
inside at a time, but once inside, phones
were out and eyes were locked onto the
many art pieces presented in the gallery.
All of the artwork made from various
artists at the gallery were also available
for purchase. The smaller pieces were sold
around $45 to $60 whereas many of the
larger ones were $100 or more.
“I think if I had money to buy the prints,
then yes, the event would be worth it” attendee

Kevin Candido said. “A lot of the artworks
were really nice, but I just decided to buy little
knickknacks and stuffed animals.”
With most of the artwork inspired by
Miyazaki’s work, there were many pieces
that also had other pop-culture influences.
“My favorite pieces were probably the
‘Totoros’ that were in different characters,”
attendee Junn Cho said. “There was one that
was like Han Solo, and there was one that
was like a Ghost Buster. That little section of
paintings was probably my favorite.”
With so many people attending the event,
the line extended almost a whole street
and a half. The event started at 2 p.m., but
due to the long line and the small venue,
it took almost four hours for people at the
end of the line to get into the building.
On top of the wait, attendees had to
overcome the rainstorm that hit San
Francisco.
“I disliked the area it was in, the weather
and the wait,” Acedillo said. “It was raining
the whole time and we were standing in line
for like four hours.”
There were also two lines for the show, one

Raymond Baltazar | Spartan Daily
Guests take pictures of the “Princess Mononoke” art piece and the many
art pieces honoring Hayao Miyazaki shown in the Sketchpad Gallery in San
Francisco on March 5.

into the art show and the other into the gift
shop. The line for the gift shop was much
smaller; but with no signs that differentiated
the two, some guests mistook it as another
line for the actual gallery.
“At first, we were in the art show line,” said
Kevin Candido. “But my friend and I wanted
to check out how long the line was until the
front. Then, we saw this other line that we
thought was a part of the art show line, but
eventually found out that it was the gift shop
line. That line took about two hours.”
At the end of the day, fans of Miyazaki’s

art appreciated the event as a whole.
“Honestly, I really do feel like the wait
was worth it,” Acedillo said. “I had fun
waiting in line with friends, joking around
and talking. And when we finally saw the
artwork, it felt like an accomplishment.”
Due to the amount of interested guests
for the gallery, Sketchpad Gallery had
another showing this past Sunday. They
will also have one more gallery showing
on March 12 from 1-5 p.m.

of WWII, and while
many men came home,
many did not.
didn’t sleep naked anymore,” Corely said.
“We were all kids,” Fitz
Pilot Bob Maxwell told a story of how he
literally climbed mountains to survive. At
said. He elaborated that
one point, his plane was shot down into
these men came to the war
the water and he paddled to shore for three
as boys and that was the
days on a thin lifeboat with flimsy paddles.
only life they knew as men.
Part Two was much more depressing.
Senior English major
Members of Air Group 11 recalled stories
Daniel Marovich said the
of the members who died in the war.
movie hit close to home.
Rebecca Pirayou | Spartan Daily
One of the most heart-wrenching stories
“I thought it was quite
Robert W.J. Cocks (left), Kermit “Tim” Enander
spectacular,”
Marovich
was told by Gunner Bob Fitz. He borrowed (middle) and George Retelas (right) talk about
said. “My grandfather
a comb from one of the men before an working on “Eleven” and Air Group 11 during the
was in the Navy and he
airstrike, planning to give back to him Q&A session after the screening.
served in a carrier group
when he returned. Fitz said he carried
While the film evoked laughs and
the comb in his pocket for many years, applause from the audience, it is in the Mediterranean and it really kind
insinuating that the man never returned.
important to remember the harsh reality of drove home for me, the work and the

hardship involved in that.”
During the Q&A, Enander and Cocks
spoke of their life after the war.
Cocks married the woman who said
she’d wait for him to return home from
the war. Enander graduated from San
Jose State University, formerly known as
San Jose College.
Retelas urged the audience to visit the
Air Group 11 Exhibit at the USS Hornet
Museum in Alameda, California after the
documentary. “The uniforms will have
some weight to it seeing the pilots’ names
on them,” Retelas said.

WWII
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International House
Close to campus
U.S. & international students
Safe. Friendly. Homelike.
Intercultural experience.
Wireless Internet access.
Computer lab. Study room.
Well-equipped kitchen.
Pianos and game room.
Assigned parking (fee).
One semester contract.
Apply now!
http://www.sjsu.edu/ihouse/
360 S. 11th St., 408-924-6570
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ACROSS
́ Archaeological
ﬁnd
́ Beaver’s work
́  Is spellbinding
 Courage or spunk
 Tokyo, formerly
 Divide the deck
again
 Lyric poem
 “Have some”
  Animator Tex
20 Large sailing ships
23 Drone, e.g.
 Boy
 Became gradually
smaller
 Ambling
32 “___ No. 1!”
33 Ashes holder
 Oscar category
 TV genre
  Folk singer
Redbone
 Great balls of ﬁre
 Make asymmetrical
 Let down
 Trades
 In-ﬂight info, for
short
  Cause
serious injury to
 Dangerous longtailed ﬁsh
 Heavy
hydrogen, e.g.
 Affectionate
utterance

  Well-used pencil

 Discharge of
lightning
 “All My Children”
vixen
 Took charge
 Young snakelike
ﬁsh
 Another
archaeological
ﬁnd
  Gay Nineties, for
one
 Superman
Christopher
 Milk-Bone biscuit,
e.g.
 “Rob ___” (Sir
Walter Scott novel)
 Wander off
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́ Old World duck
́ Arizona Indian
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transmitter
́ Enigma
́ They play music
for parties
́ Consider to be
́ Sandler of
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 Gun, as an engine
 Arctic ship
 Blender button

 Penned up the
pigs
 “Bye”
22 Cold and wet
 Blows it
 Ponder
(with “over”)
 Popular cookie
  Leisure-time
winter vehicle
30 Some party treats
 Chews like a
chipmunk
 “Dang!”
 Intro to physics?
 “Off with you!”
 Tidy
 Paprika, e.g.
 It’s read to a
misbehaving child
 Makers of dins at
inns
 Dash abbr.
 Fancy drinking
glass
 Dead to the world
 More likely
 Calculus pioneer
  Infamous ﬁddling
emperor
 “Saving Private
Ryan” reenactment
 Far from under
 Bulgarian dollars
 Deuce topper
 Cloak-and-dagger
U.S. org.
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Reissue of 'Mein Kampf' renews contention
BY Yale Wyatt
Staff writer

“Mein Kampf,” the notorious book written by Adolf
Hitler, has recently been allowed to be legally sold in
retailers in Germany. Much like it was 70 years prior, the
book has become a blockbuster success.
For those who don’t know, when Hitler was in
prison for treason, he wrote an autobiography.
Detailing his life and political ideology, it
explained what would become the central
tenets of Nazism, promoting fascism,
anti-semitism, and the supposed Aryan
race. After World War II, sale of the book
was outlawed in Germany, and the text was
considered taboo.
In 2012, the German government and Jewish
representatives met to discuss what the country
would do once the copyright of the book expired, and
they decided to have historians construct an academic
version of the text to be released to the public. An official,
legal version of the text would discourage circulation of

the book in the black market, and provide an educated
view of the text to the public.
Fast forward to January 2016. Once the copyright
expired, the book’s preorders exceeded 14,000 copies and
it’s a total hit, according to Quartz News.
This widespread success understandably makes many
people, especially the Germans, very nervous. To them,
renewed interest and success in what is considered
the world’s most “dangerous” book could lead
to some nasty consequences, to say the least.
Many council members opposed “Mein
Kampf’s” republication for this very reason.
But they are missing the point entirely. The
reason “Mein Kampf” was such a rallying
and convincing book was entirely due to the
circumstances in which it was released. Its first
wave of widespread popularity came after Hitler
was declared Fuhrer, when Nazis were burning
books at will and filling the empty bookcases with freshly
inked copies of “Mein Kampf.” It was essentially mandatory reading for the average citizen, probably clueless to the
rapid change in German politics and culture.

Not only that, Hitler had some serious celebrity status
with Germans, like a European Donald Trump. He’s considered as one hell of an orator, given his intense command and charisma. If you were a bored German at the
time, you’d probably read a couple pages out of “The Life
of Hitler” too.
In the present age, we know why “Mein Kampf” is
a terrible book, and this provides context as we read.
Nobody, especially the Germans, are going to take such
a fervid and rancorous autobiography seriously in any
light. Neo-Nazis and the far-right are not even going to
be acknowledged if they mention this book sincerely,
considering their political climate and general apprehension to racially charged rhetoric.
The autobiography, as it exists now, serves an entirely
different purpose. Now, Hitler is seen as the world’s premier “bad boy.” Academics, scholars or even curious folk
pick up “Mein Kampf” to get a glimpse into the twisted
outlook of a tyrant and the sick society that blindly followed him. It’s serving as an educational tool, not flint to
rekindle a flame that has died long ago.
Follow Yale
on Twitter @yyaleyy

Kardashian
curse killed
Kanyeʼs career
BY Rebecca Pirayou
Staff writer
Since the release of his new fashion line, Kanye West
has seemingly lost his mind, even more so than before.
In a series of Twitter rants, West has bashed Apple,
alluded that building schools in Africa wasn’t important
and asked Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg for $1 billion
dollars among many other bizarre tweets.
This caused concern among many of West’s original fans;
however, the avid Kardashian follower knew that this
was long time coming.
Men touched by the Kardashian girls are
comparable to King Henry VIII’s marriage
history: crazy, rehab, brothel, crazy, rehab,
“The Life of Pablo.”
Father of Kourtney Kardashian’s children,
Scott Disick, has been in and out of rehab for
substance abuse this past year and is still unable
to manage his issues with alcohol abuse.
Youngest sister Khloe Kardashian’s estranged
husband, Lamar Odom, overdosed at a Nevada brothel
last summer and was on the brink of death after dealing
with a history of substance abuse as well.
Not to mention their own Kardashian blood, brother
Rob Kardashian, has become a recluse after gaining over
100 pounds and dealing with depression.
Now the most insignificantly famous sister, Kim Kardashian West’s husband, Kanye West, has been hit by the curse.
Backstage at a recent Saturday Night Live appearance,
West was recorded going off on a rant at his team about
how he wanted to walk out on the show.
“Look at that shit, they took my f---ing stage off [of]
‘SNL’ without asking me,” West said in the recording.
Although he didn’t walk off during the performance, it was the recording heard around the world,

or at least social media.
West is no stranger to this kind of controversy.
In the past, West has beaten up photographers and
once famously stormed the stage as singer Taylor Swift
was accepting an MTV Video Music Award.
But 21 months of marriage to Kardashian West and
two kids later, West hit rock bottom when he claimed
Bill Cosby’s innocence over Twitter among multiple
borderline and extremely offensive comments.
However, since the recording incident, West’s manner
has changed when in the public eye.
During his travels for last week’s New York Fashion
Week, West has broken up fights between paparazzi,
embraced his fans— literally— and even inadvertently
wished Swift the best.
This well-mannered, kind-hearted West is foreign to
those who have kept up with his antics over the years.
The last year, in which he has been coincidentally
married to Kardashian West, West’s behavior is that of a
roller coaster ride.
Other celebrities have spoken out on West’s
recent antics. Dr. Phil McGraw believes that
West is doing all of this for publicity while
comedian Chelsea Handler believes that
West is truly unstable.
While it’s entertaining to poke fun at this
family and the curse that the females in the
family have put on the men they associate with,
the deep-rooted issue seems to be their exposure.
That is, all of the media attention they not only gain
but seek. They have their every move monitored and documented on their tv show, “Keeping Up With the Kardashians.”
The women of the famous family want their lives to be
accessible in every household with cable television. Sure,
they are able to tell their stories through their perspective without the scrutiny of the media, but they are
putting private matters on display, leaving the unwilling
participants - the men - with little to no privacy.
There is no such thing as bad press but there is such
a thing as too much. This is the day and age we never
thought we would see coming: the Kardashian effect has
consumed Kanye.
Follow Rebecca
on Twitter @chubecca17

Expectations wonʼt change
BY Melissa Hartman
Staff writer
For months, a new kind of Barbie has been the talk of the
toy industry. On Jan. 28., Time Magazine announced three
body types that would be created by Mattel: curvy, tall and
petite. The original Barbie will still be sold.
Originally called “Project Dawn” by Mattel employees
to keep the details secret, Barbie’s new campaign includes
not only new body types but a range of skin tones and
hair types. Evelyn Mazzocco, Senior Vice President and Barbie’s Global General Manager, told
The Guardian, “We are excited to literally be
changing the face of the brand— these new
dolls represent a line that is more reflective of
the world girls see around them.”
It’s about time this change happens for the
Barbie brand, since they’ve been taking heat
for decades about their doll’s unattainable body
image. From further research, I’ve found that the
criticism is for good reason.
Wired reports that at the 1959 New York Toy Fair, creator
Ruth Handler’s male competitors laughed her out of the
room. They insisted nobody would want to play with a doll
with breasts. Barbie’s sales skyrocketed, but by 1963 women
were protesting the same body men had not approved of. The
same Wired article also reported that year, a teen Barbie was
sold with a diet book that recommended simply, “Don’t eat.”
That wasn’t the only incident where Barbie belittled
women’s potential in their design.
Wired also said when a Barbie with pre-programmed
phrases said, “Math class is tough,” a group called the Barbie Liberation Organization said the doll taught girls that
it was more important to be pretty than smart.
While Barbie has had scandals in the past, it’s just a
brand. It’s managed by a group of people who have a certain
amount of power and influence on women, men, girls and
boys all over the country. They only make up a small per-

centage of the population (Fortune 500 said they had 5,178
employees in the U.S. as of 2012). This means they are a
small group who only have so much say on what a woman’s
body, skin color, clothes and hair should look like.
The rest of the population, those people who play integral
roles in our lives like our parents, our teachers and our
friends make up the other influential factors dictating
what we should be.
While we should condemn companies like Victoria Beckham’s for only using models whose bones protrude, we
should also call out the people we know who have
set impossible physical expectations.
As well, while we should praise companies like Dove for their “Real Beauty”
campaigns that are driven toward expanding the defi nition of what beautiful
is, we need to hold ourselves responsible
for reminding the everyday woman there is
no unified defi nition of perfect.
Now, Barbie will come in different shades and
sizes, which is a huge victory for a generation so impressionable that the Pew Research Institute said a University
of Arkansas study found the typical student gained extra
pounds in grades with a larger share of obese classmates,
but slimmed down when they were in classes with a larger
proportion of skinny kids.
However, no doll will speak louder than a mother who
says things like, “That shirt fits you too tightly, honey,” and,
“I don’t want to buy this dress, it makes me feel fat.” No
modification will excuse the feeling of disappointment a
young girl feels when she has to buy a larger sized sweatshirt
than the rest of her friends.
Instilling that beauty comes from within and not from
a massive amount of makeup and diet pills is in every
person’s reach. Blaming it on something plastic you can buy
isn’t going to cut it.
Follow Melissa on Twitter
@rmelhartsyaa
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MENʼS BASKETBALL

SIXTH MAN Spartans look to end drought
OF THE YEAR

BRANDON CLARKE
Season statistics

8.8

points per
game

5.6

rebounds
per game

1.5

assists per
game

1.2

blocks per
game

0.5

steals per
game

First
freshman
to earn
award

Highlight
performance
3/5 vs. Boise State

21 points
10 rebounds
3 assists

Infographic and photo by Kavin Mistry

By Nick Avila
Staff writer
It has been 20 years since San Jose State has reached the
NCAA Tournament, better known as March Madness.
Prior to the 1996 appearance, the team had only reached
the tournament in 1951 and 1980.
A 9-21 record might not be a sign of success, but when you
account for the fact that the Spartans lost a game against a D1
opponent in the 2014-15 season, it counts for something.
Coach Dave Wojcik said in a press conference that when he
was hired three years ago, he was going to try and build something that has never been built at SJSU.
“You have to change it and it doesn’t change overnight.
We live in a world that’s an instant gratification world,”
Wojcik said. “We all want things now. That’s not the case ...
I always tell the kids, you gotta go through tough times to
get to the good times.”
Tariq Abdul-Wahad, who was known as Olivier SaintJean when he played for the Spartans in 1996, believes that
effort and teamwork is all it takes to bring together some
winning seasons.
Abdul-Wahad said he felt the team had plenty of talent,
but what really brought them together was their work ethic
and will to win.
“I was in the gym probably two hours [a day] on top of the
practice time,” Abdul-Wahad said. “I put in extra hours, but
I’m sure the other guys did too and it showed.”
Looking back, Abdul-Wahad also said that his team had
confidence and a belief that they were going to be in any
game they played.
“We really had a good team when you think about it,” Abdul-Wahad said. “We knew we could play with anybody.”
Playing with anybody is something the Spartans must learn
to do and undeclared freshman guard Jaycee Hillsman said
he believes that his team is capable of doing just that, but the
school needs to believe.
“People around the campus are just like accustomed to losing,” Hillsman said. “They’ll go to the games or they won’t
go to the games just because they think, ‘Oh, they’re going to
lose,’ and that’s partly on us to change the culture.”
Of SJSU’s 21 losses this season, nine of them were by eight or
fewer points, which shows the team has been in games but has
not always been able to finish, whether from lack of execution
or just lack of experience.
Brandon Clarke, a freshman guard and business administration major, said Wojcik and the rest of the team just
want to win.
“He wants us to go out and play hard every game and then
win. I mean, we’ve lost like three games, four maybe that we

should have won so the goal is just to win and play hard every
night.” Clarke said.
The struggles have not only come on the court for the
Spartans; however, Wojcik was handed the reigns to a
burning carriage.
The Spartans received a postseason ban for the 2014-15
season after their academic progress rate fell and the team
missed the required mark in the 2012-13 season.
Wojcik said he feels the school has been very supportive
of his efforts to bring success to the basketball team, and
since he’s joined SJSU, the average team’s GPA has jumped
from 1.9 to 2.9.
While senior forward Frank Rogers was the only Spartan
to start all 30 games for the team this season, there is a trio of
freshman who sit behind him with the most starts this year.
Forward Ryan Welage had 26 starts, forward Cody Schwartz
had 25 and Hillsman made 21.
Princeton Onwas, senior guard and communications major
who started in 14 games and has played the role of mentor
for the young group of Spartans, said he hopes the team can
continue to build on the positives they have had this season.
“I hope someone picks up that leadership role when I’m
gone, obviously,” Onwas said. “The games we’ve won, we’ve
won on defense. Obviously, our freshmen are no longer freshmen. They’ve matured in so many ways on and off the court.”
Allowing time for maturation may be tough for fans who
have supported the program through the painful seasons
of the past two decades, but it seems a foundation has been
set at SJSU.
“Just coming in and working hard every day. It’s a process
obviously. It’s not going to happen in one day or a month or
a year.” Hillsman said. “We just have to continue to lay the
groundwork and keep building.”
But, for fans and even former players, the patience can
only last so long.
“It’s a great honor to know the guys you were with, that you
guys did something special on the court,” Abdul-Wahad said.
“But at the same time, it’s like, how is that possible? How did
that happen? 20 years is way too long. It’s way too long.”
The Spartans head into the Mountain West Conference
tournament the lowest seed possible and they’ll face the Colorado State Rams in the first round.
The Spartans and Rams met twice in the regular season and
the Rams won both games, the first by one point in overtime
and the second by eight points.
The game will take place March 9 at 5 p.m. at the Thomas &
Mack Center in Las Vegas, Nevada.
Follow Nick on Twitter
@Nick_Van_Exelent
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Section #

COUNS 005
COUNS 012
HIST 004A
MUSIC 016
NS 040
SPAN 002
ECON 001A
ECON 001B
PSYCH 001
SOC 001
SOC 021
SOC 040

050366
045617
051877
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046272
045628
045633
046202
052428
050603
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Units Start Date CSU GE Area IGETC GE Area

Strategies For Success RQOLQH
Careers & Life Styles RQOLQH
Hist of Western Civilization RQOLQH
Survey of Rock & Pop. Music RQOLQH
Nutrition and Disease RQOLQH
Second Semester Spanish
Macroeconomics RQOLQH
Microeconomics RQOLQH
General Psychology RQOLQH
Intro to Sociology RQOLQH
Minorities U.S.
Marriage and Family RQOLQH

3
3
3
3
2
5
3
3
3
3
3
3

3/21
3/21
3/21
3/21
3/21
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4/4
4/4
4/4
4/4/16
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E
E
D
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D
D
D
D
D
D

3B
3A
3B
4
4
4
4
4
4
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